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and transforms his environment and those around him. It becomes
obvious to all who observe him that he is wise, ruling over his 
“small city,” his body and inclinations, for, acting as the Torah 
dictates, he brings Moshiach.

(Based on Likkutei Sichos 11, pp. 8-13)

 

For this and other books on Moshiach & Geulah, go to: 
http://www.torah4blind.org
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kghkuh ban,

vrv"d vrv"j v,nho

vrc jhho nthrc"r tcrvo anutkg"v cuehgy

ana fnadhj urta hahcv chahc, ,unfh ,nhnho vnrfzh,

ufrc cch, vfbx, gubd ac, cthxy pkgycua kngkv nhuck abho

bkc"g tur kz"l yc, vw,ab"j

,/ b/ m/ c/ v/

*

bspx g"h cbh napj,u ahjhu

* * *

kghkuh ban,

vtav vjaucv nr, nrho c, rw tkyr nrsfhg"v uuhhx

bpyrv chuo vw r"j acy vw,ag"t

,/ b/ m/ c/ v/

*

bspx g"h tb"a sktx-tbszagkgx' etkhptrbhg ahjhu
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ability to be affected by the Torah and mitzvos of the Jewish people. 
When the Torah was given, the world’s existence was temporarily 
nullified. This temporary nullification from Above imprinted into
the nature of the world the capacity to recognize the G-dliness
inherent within it. The Torah and mitzvos actualize that ability, so 
that recognition of the G-dliness within creation occurs even on
the physical level. 

Moses started the process. By bringing to the Jewish people the 
ability to refine the world, and the world the capacity to recognize 
the Oneness of G-d within itself, Moses laid the groundwork for 
the future Redemption, when the world as a dwelling place for
G-dliness would become a physical reality. Making that happen is
the task of Moshiach. But the strength to achieve this, and the very
possibility, comes through Moses.

This explains the two-part process: The primary purpose of
the servitude and exile in Egypt, and the subsequent redemption, 
was for the Jewish people to receive the Torah, and thus the ability 
and potential to refine the world. This was the task of Moses. After 
the Torah was given, the primary purpose of the oppression and
exile of the Jewish people was to actually fulfill their potential, to
refine the world through their Torah and mitzvos. The coming of
Moshiach completes that process, leading to the primary Divine
service of the world, after it has already been purified and refined.

Man is a microcosm. The same order that applies to the world
at large applies to each individual. As the Torah of Moses leads to 
the redemption of Moshiach in a general sense, each individual, 
through his or her mitzvos, can make it real in the here and now.
The day begins with prayer and Torah study, which gives the person 
the strength to work and perform his Divine service. Prayer enables 
a person’s Divine soul to control his inclinations and influence his 
part of the world. His conduct, in accordance with Torah, affects 
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giving of the Torah temporarily interrupted the state of impurity 
of the Jewish people (and therefore that of the rest of the world). 
But this revelation of G-dliness from Above did not penetrate and 
purify the world. So when that revelation was removed, so was the
purification, and it became possible for the impurity – and death
– to return. However, the Torah set in motion, so to speak, the 
process of purification. With the coming of Moshiach, the world
will be completely refined, death will be swallowed up forever and
the purification will permanently penetrate the world.

The “descent for the sake of ascent” parallel between the 
situations of Moses and Moshiach goes even further: before 
Redemption, both the first of Moses and the last of Moshiach, there 
is the process of exile, oppression and Divine service. Before Moses,
the Jewish people went into the Egyptian exile. There, despite
the slavery and persecution, they maintained their Jewishness 
and performed the Divine service required of them. The iron
cauldron of Egypt prepared them for the Torah, the revelation 
at Sinai. Similarly, through their Torah study and observance of 
mitzvos throughout this long exile, the Jewish people have refined
themselves and purified the world, preparing both to experience
the imminent future Redemption.

Let us ask: Why is the permanent revelation of G-dliness a two-
stage process, first the revelation through Moses and then, over 
thirty-three hundred years later, the revelation through Moshiach? 
Why not a one-stage process as Moses requested?

The purpose of creation is to create a “dwelling place below,” 
to transform the world so that G-dliness may be revealed within
it. This requires two things: the world must be capable of being 
transformed, and there must be the means of transforming it. The 
Jewish people, the agents of that transformation, were given the 
Torah and its mitzvos at Sinai. Also at Sinai, the world received the 
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How so? The first, and therefore primary, qualification of
Moshiach is to be uniquely expert in Torah. This means his ability 
to redeem the Jewish people comes through Torah, the Torah of
Moses. Also, the Jewish people bring Moshiach and the Redemption 
through their study and fulfillment of the Torah, given to them by
Moses.

The parallel runs deeper. Both Moses and Moshiach removed 
impurity and imperfection from the world. At creation, the world 
was perfect and unblemished. Through the sin of the tree of
knowledge, impurity and imperfection came into the world. When
the Torah was given – through Moses – the impurity was removed. 
The world was elevated to its original state -and beyond – by the
Jewish people at Sinai. The sin of the Golden Calf caused the world 
to once again descend into impurity, a situation that will last until
Moshiach, when the world will be purified and refined forever.

In general, we may say that the spirituality, the revelation of 
G-dliness, that Moses introduced into the world, Moshiach will 
establish permanently. According to the well-known principal
that a descent is for the sake of an ascent, we can understand the 
connection between the sin of the tree of knowledge and the giving 
of the Torah. The Torah, G-d’s Wisdom, enabled the world to reach
a higher spiritual state than it experienced before the sin. At Sinai, 
the revelation of G-dliness was visible to the physical eye. Still, this 
was only a temporary state, and therefore only an example of the 
revelation that will occur at the final Redemption.

We know that Moshiach will teach Torah, and on a higher
level than Moses. This is because the revelation of G-dliness that 
Moshiach will bring will be much higher than that experienced at 
Sinai and the giving of the Torah.

The difference between Moses and Moshiach may thus be said
to be the difference between the temporary and the permanent. The 
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Moses and Moshiach

There are many points of comparison between Moses and Moshiach. Both are 

redeemers and teachers of the Jewish people. But why was it necessary to have a two-

stage process, a redemption through Moses and one through Moshiach?

When Moses encounters G-d at the burning bush, an extended 
conversation ensues. G-d wants Moses to redeem the Jewish 
people, to take them out of Egypt. Moses demurs, finding several 
excuses why he should not be the Redeemer. At one point, he tells 
G-d, “Please send the one You will send.” Moses was asking G-d
to send someone else, namely, Moshiach. Since G-d was going to
send Moshiach in the future anyway, Moses asked G-d to send
Moshiach immediately. Moses wanted the first redemption to also
be the last. 

Of course, Moses’s request was not granted. G-d wanted Moses 
to be the one who took the Jewish people out of Egypt. Moses was 
to be the first redeemer. Still, the request, “Please send the one 
You will send” indicates there is an essential connection between
Moses and Moshiach. Therefore, Moses could ask that Moshiach 
be the one to redeem the people from Egypt. 

The connection seems rather obvious: both Moses and Moshiach 
redeem the Jewish people from exile. This task so unites the two
that the Sages declare, “Moses is the first redeemer and he is the last 
redeemer.” Obviously this doesn’t mean that Moses himself will be 
the final redeemer, since Moses was from the tribe of Levi while 
Moshiach will be from the tribe of Judah. It means that through the 
strength of Moses, Moshiach will come.


